Dopamine exerts considerable influence on animal behavior. In addition to the control of voluntary movement (e.g., Parkinson\'s disease), dopamine plays an important role in reward and motivation (preliminary data: Ikemoto and Panksepp, [@B29]; Salamone et al., [@B79], [@B78]; Alcaro et al., [@B3]). Thus, it is central not only to many natural behaviors, such as reproduction and ingestion, but also to pathologic ones, like addiction and other compulsive disorders. Telencephalic dopamine projections arise from the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and the substantia nigra in the midbrain and ascend to multiple forebrain structures, most notably the caudate, putamen, and nucleus accumbens (NAc; collectively called the striatum). All of these projections have been implicated in various aspects of motivated behavior. For example, nigral dopaminergic afferents to the dorsolateral striatum participate in habit-learning and automatic responses to cues, while those to the dorsomedial striatum have been implicated in goal-directed behaviors and action selection (Yin and Knowlton, [@B107]; Wickens et al., [@B103]; Lovinger, [@B43]; de Wit et al., [@B17]). Furthermore, the dopaminergic system most closely associated with cue-reward associations is the mesolimbic pathway, projecting from the VTA in the midbrain to anterior targets that include the NAc, olfactory tubercle, and prefrontal cortex. This review will focus on the mesolimbic dopamine system as it is the dopamine projection most studied in the context of maternal behavior. Nevertheless, dopaminergic input to each striatal region is likely to play important roles in maternal behavior.

By using *in vivo* neurochemical methods, many studies have demonstrated that extracellular dopamine concentrations in the NAc increase in the minutes to hours during natural reward such as sex and food, during stress, or following administration of addictive drugs (for review, see Westerink, [@B102]; Phillips et al., [@B61]; Willuhn et al., [@B105]). More recent research suggests that one aspect of dopamine release -- fast fluctuations in dopamine called *dopamine transients* -- is a neural correlate of reward salience, approach initiation, and learning (for review, see Robinson et al., [@B68]; Willuhn et al., [@B105]). As such, mesolimbic dopamine transients may be a useful window on reward processing in maternal behavior. The goal of this review is to describe the expression of dopamine transients during behavior in studies to date and consider how these fast dopamine events can instruct us on the dopaminergic contribution to both normal and disrupted maternal behavior.

Dopamine Transients as a Window into Reward and Reinforcement Processing
========================================================================

Much of what we have learned of extracellular dopamine dynamics has been dependent on the neurochemical methods to measure them *in vivo*. Microdialysis (Westerink, [@B102]; Watson et al., [@B101]) has been used to successfully measure dopamine in various terminal regions. Because the diffusion-based technique has limited ability to track dynamic concentration changes, it is best suited for monitoring slow (over minutes) changes in dopamine concentrations over broad (mm) areas of tissue. Microdialysis research has yielded a wealth of information about dopamine levels during a range of motivated behaviors, including maternal behavior. For example, dopamine levels rise in the NAc during active maternal behaviors, such as nursing and licking pups (Hansen et al., [@B23]). However, microdialysis lacks the resolution to observe brief changes in dopamine that result from burst-firing of dopamine neurons and are time-locked to specific behavioral events or environmental stimuli (Borland et al., [@B8]; Yang and Michael, [@B106]). In contrast, fast scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV, Box [1](#BX1){ref-type="boxed-text"}) is used to measure these fast and often sub-second, dopamine fluctuations due to the temporal (100 ms) and spatial (typically 100 μm) resolution of the method.

###### Box 1. Fast scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) to detect dopamine release

![](fpsyt-02-00023-b001.jpg)

FSCV is a method used to electrochemically detect dopamine *in situ* at the surface of a carbon-fiber microelectrode (Robinson et al., [@B68]). First, a potential is applied to the electrode; the triangle waveform shown in **(A)** is typically used for electrochemical detection of extracellular dopamine in freely moving rats. This waveform ramps from −0.4 to + 1.3 V and back, applied at 400 V/s and repeated at 10 Hz. The precise parameters of the applied waveform (such as the range of potentials, the shape of the waveform, and the speed and frequency at which it is applied) will vary depending on the analyte. Next, current is detected at the electrode due to redox reactions on the electrode surface as well as charging of the double layer around the electrode. This current is depicted in the cyclic voltammogram in **(B)** current associated with the positive, oxidative sweep of the applied waveform is in blue, while current at the negative, reductive sweep is in green. The charging current is large but stable over short time frames (∼60 s); thus, the charging current can be subtracted to reveal smaller currents associated with fast changes, such as the oxidation and reduction of dopamine release depicted in **(C)** (background-subtracted cyclic voltammogram of dopamine; oxidation in blue, reduction in green). Importantly, analyte selectivity is obtained by choosing waveform parameters that yield distinguishing background-subtracted cyclic voltammograms for the analyte versus other biological compounds (Robinson and Wightman, [@B72]). **(D)** Illustrates electrically evoked dopamine release in an awake rat recorded by using FSCV. Current detected at the electrode across time is depicted in a color plot to visualize changes in current at the range of applied potentials (Michael et al., [@B46]); potential is on the *y*-axis, time is on the *x*-axis and current is in color). To better illustrate changes in dopamine, the current at the oxidation potential of dopamine (white dotted line, approximately +0.6 V versus an Ag/AgCl reference electrode) is shown in the trace above the color plot. Dopamine neurons in the midbrain were stimulated with a bipolar electrode (indicated by the blue bar at 5 s; 40 Hz, 16 p, biphasic, 2 ms/phase, 120 μA) and the resulting dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens is observed by increased oxidative current. By calibrating the electrode after the experiment (Logman et al., [@B42]), current can be converted to dopamine concentration to estimate the amount of dopamine release (∼250 nM). This change in current can be confirmed as dopaminergic by evaluation of the cyclic voltammogram (inset). Such electrical stimulation is often followed by basic changes in pH (Kawagoe et al., [@B35]; Venton et al., [@B98]; Takmakov et al., [@B94]), as is observed by the negative current at the oxidative sweep and positive current at the reductive sweep in 7--10 s; the cyclic voltammogram (inset) associated with this change in pH is clearly distinguished from dopamine. FSCV can also be used to detect spontaneous dopamine release events, or dopamine transients. A small transient is observed between 2 and 3 s, identified by the cyclic voltammogram (inset).

Extracellular dopamine concentrations can be considered within the framework of tonic and phasic release. Tonic dopamine concentrations arise from the population activity of dopamine neurons innervating a target region. While estimates of basal, tonic dopamine levels in striatum range from 5 to 100 nM (Ross, [@B77]; Kawagoe et al., [@B35]; Suaud-Chagny et al., [@B91]; Justice, [@B34]), these concentrations are likely sufficient to occupy dopamine autoreceptors and high-affinity postsynaptic receptors (Richfield et al., [@B66]). This "tone" at the dopamine receptors is thought to be important to facilitate movement and gate a variety of dopamine-dependent behaviors (Berke and Hyman, [@B7]). Furthermore, mesolimbic dopamine tone is an important regulator of effort that an animal will expend to obtain a reward (Salamone et al., [@B79]). Phasic, burst-firing of dopamine neurons, on the other hand, produces dopamine transients (Kawagoe et al., [@B35]; Suaud-Chagny et al., [@B92]; Garris and Rebec, [@B22]; Sombers et al., [@B85]): brief, higher concentrations of dopamine that may activate low-affinity dopamine receptors. These phasic dopamine signals are important, for example, for cue-associated learning about reward and salient stimuli (Schultz, [@B81]; Tsai et al., [@B96]; Zweifel et al., [@B109]). Moreover, these brief bursts of firing and the resulting dopamine transients are thought to be important in behavioral switching (Redgrave et al., [@B65]). Interestingly, dopamine terminals in the ventral striatum appear to corelease glutamate upon phasic firing, which adds another dimension to the function of dopamine transients (Sulzer and Rayport, [@B93]; Lapish et al., [@B37]; Hnasko et al., [@B26]; Stuber et al., [@B87]; Tecuapetla et al., [@B95]). Specifically, the addition of a time-locked glutamatergic signal may provide a transient the true ability to time-lock to stimuli and reward because glutamate activates fast ligand-coupled ion channels. In contrast, postsynaptic dopamine actions via G-protein coupled receptors are slower and may modulate postsynaptic responses to converging inputs (Lapish et al., [@B37]). Nevertheless, although the complex molecular signaling interactions are still under investigation, it is clear that dopamine transients play a critical contributory role in learning about and appropriate responding to the environment.

Thus, tonic and phasic dopamine firing and release are thought to have distinct receptor targets and different functions in the behaving animal (Garris and Rebec, [@B22]; Schultz, [@B82]; Hauber, [@B24]). In light of this duality, it is important to note that microdialysis and FSCV provide complementary measurements of dopamine dynamics; for example, increases in the number of dopamine neurons that are spontaneously active influence the tonic dopamine concentrations measured with microdialysis (Floresco et al., [@B20]), whereas increases in dopamine burst-firing do not necessarily affect measurements of dopamine tone (Lu et al., [@B44]; Floresco et al., [@B20]; Borland et al., [@B8]). In contrast, FSCV detects variation in dopamine transient rates that reflect burst rates of dopamine neurons (Sombers et al., [@B85]), but the method has limited utility to detect slower changes in extracellular dopamine concentrations (Robinson et al., [@B68]). It is interesting that while the general role of dopamine in maternal behavior is well established and associated with a rise in tonic dopamine levels (Numan, [@B48]; Stolzenberg and Numan, [@B86]), little is known of phasic dopamine activity during maternal behavior.

Transient increases in firing rate, or burst-firing, of dopamine neurons have been recorded in many animal models at numerous events, such as salient environmental stimuli (experimenter hand approach, whisker touch) and reward delivery (for review, see Overton and Clark, [@B56]). Perhaps the most iconic illustration of phasic dopamine activity during reward processing comes from experiments by Wolfram Schultz and colleagues (Schultz et al., [@B83]; Schultz, [@B81]). Recording from midbrain dopamine neurons in primates during a simple Pavlovian task, they found that dopaminergic neurons briefly increased firing rate in response to an unexpected squirt of juice (reward). However, when the animal learned that a cue predicted the reward, the phasic dopamine activity shifted from the reward delivery to the presentation of the conditioned cue. Since FSCV instrumentation and techniques advanced to the point that they could be used in freely moving rats, dopamine transients have been measured at these same events: salient environmental stimuli, reward delivery, and conditioned cues (for review, see Robinson et al., [@B68]). One advantage of measuring dopamine release as opposed to neuronal firing rate is that while electrophysiology reveals firing patterns of individual neurons, FSCV reveals the extracellular dopamine concentrations available to activate target receptors. This distinction can be important, as recent studies suggest that dopamine transients can arise from influences, perhaps inputs onto dopaminergic axon terminals, other than NMDA receptor activation at the dopamine cell bodies (Sombers et al., [@B85]; Parker et al., [@B58]). Related to this, electrophysiology yields firing patterns of individual neurons but cannot confirm their neurochemical identity (e.g., dopaminergic versus GABAergic neuron). In contrast, dopamine fluctuations measured with FSCV are positively identified as dopamine. In addition, regional variation in dopamine release is more easily determined by measuring dopamine release than dopamine neuronal firing (Garris and Rebec, [@B22]), as there is heterogeneity in the projection targets of various cell groups within the midbrain and especially the VTA (Ikemoto, [@B28]). While the majority of reports of dopamine transient activity to date have focused on the NAc core and shell, spontaneous transients have also been characterized in dorsomedial striatum (Robinson et al., [@B67]) and olfactory tubercle (Robinson et al., [@B67]; Robinson and Wightman, [@B71]).

The first reports of dopamine transients were in the NAc in response to a novel environment (Rebec et al., [@B63]) and to the presentation of a sexually receptive rat (Robinson et al., [@B70]) both arguably important stimuli to a rat. Additional studies demonstrated that dopamine transients were not associated with any particular movement or behavior; instead, they were followed by approach and appetitive behaviors toward the stimulus rat (Robinson et al., [@B67]), consistent with theories of dopamine function in behavioral switching and reward-seeking. Some studies, including these initial reports, monitored dopamine release across time and at individual experimental events, such as a stimulus presentation or a drug injection. However, other studies have explored dopamine release during multiple-trial sessions, such as Pavlovian conditioning (e.g., Day et al., [@B16]) and operant self-administration of a reinforcer (e.g., Phillips et al., [@B62]; Roitman et al., [@B75]). These multi-trial paradigms allow more sensitive dopamine measurements due to signal-averaging to enhance the signal-to-noise of dopamine release that is consistently expressed at a repeated event such as an operant response or cue presentation. As more and more studies employ FSCV to monitor dopamine transients, some common findings have emerged.

1.  *Dopamine transients occur across the striatum at a basal rate that varies across recording sites and can be pharmacologically manipulated*. Just as individual dopamine neurons burst at a basal frequency (Freeman and Bunney, [@B21]; Overton and Clark, [@B56]; Hyland et al., [@B27]), dopamine transients are expressed at a basal rate in target areas. Generally, transients are more frequent in ventral striatum than dorsal striatum (Robinson et al., [@B67]), and few basal differences have been detected among the NAc core, shell, and olfactory tubercle (Robinson and Wightman, [@B71]; Aragona et al., [@B4]; Robinson et al., [@B69]). However, within a target nucleus, one may observe dramatic variability in transient expression from one recording site to another as the 100-μm carbon-fiber microelectrode is lowered through the tissue (Wightman et al., [@B104]). This heterogeneity has resulted in the observation of "hot" and "cold" sites of dopamine transients that is independent of dopamine innervation, as dopamine release can be evoked with electrical stimulation even in the "cold" sites that do not readily support spontaneous dopamine transients (Robinson and Wightman, [@B72]; Wightman et al., [@B104]; Robinson et al., [@B69]). Moreover, these basal rates of dopamine transients can be increased by administration of dopamine transporter blockers, autoreceptor antagonists, and addictive drugs (Robinson and Wightman, [@B71]; Stuber et al., [@B90]; Cheer et al., [@B14]; Aragona et al., [@B4]). Thus, basal frequencies of dopamine transients are thought to reflect both the burst-firing characteristics of the dopaminergic neurons that innervate the recording site as well as the complement of transporter and receptors on those neurons. As dopaminergic tone is lower in the postpartum period (Afonso et al., [@B2]), understanding changes in basal rates of transients could be very informative.

2.  *Dopamine transients are often coincident with the presentation of unexpected, salient stimuli*. Just as burst-firing of dopamine neurons in awake animals were initially recorded during unexpected sensory stimulation such as experimenter approach, whisker stimulation, and novelty (for review, see Overton and Clark, [@B56]), dopamine transients have been reported to occur at the presentation of experimenter approach, novelty, sounds, and unfamiliar rats (for review, see Robinson and Wightman, [@B72]). Indeed, the unexpected nature of a stimulus appears to be an important factor in whether it evokes dopaminergic burst-firing (Mirenowicz and Schultz, [@B47]) and dopamine transients, as repeated presentation of a novel stimulus reduced the phasic dopaminergic response to that stimulus (Ljungberg et al., [@B40]; Rebec et al., [@B63]; Robinson et al., [@B67]). Thus, phasic dopamine signals to unexpected events may facilitate behavioral responses and learning about potentially important environmental stimuli (Redgrave et al., [@B65], [@B64]; Alcaro et al., [@B3]; Schultz, [@B82]), and thus could play very important roles in the response to newly born pups and the various stimuli (olfactory, auditory, sensory) they create. Additionally, dopamine transients may contribute to the recognition of the subtly altered pup-produced stimuli as they change over pup development.

3.  *Dopamine transients reflect learned cue-reward associations*. The expression of both burst-firing of dopamine neurons and dopamine transients has been explicitly tied to reward and learning. Not only do unexpected rewards reliably induce phasic dopamine release, but cues that predict reward can do the same. In fact, phasic dopamine is hypothesized to act as an error predictor of reward (Schultz, [@B81]): when a reward is better than expected, phasic dopamine is increased, and when it is worse than expected, it is decreased. In this way, unexpected presentations of reward or reward-predictive cues are "better than expected" and trigger dopamine release. Furthermore, the phasic dopamine signal emerges over time as the relationship between the conditioned cue and the reward is learned (Schultz, [@B81]; Day et al., [@B16]; Owesson-White et al., [@B57]). Dopamine transients associated with cue-reward associations have been demonstrated both in Pavlovian and operant settings, with dopamine release time-locked to the presentation of cues predicting cocaine, sucrose, food, and intracranial stimulation. Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows examples of dopamine release to the cue and a reward in the NAc of a rat after several days of Pavlovian conditioning. As previously reported (Day et al., [@B16]; Stuber et al., [@B89]), dopamine release is more robust to the cue than to the reward delivery after Pavlovian conditioning. Recently, optogenetics has been combined with FSCV to experimentally induce firing in dopaminergic neurons expressing the light-activated cation channel channelrhodopsin-2 (Tsai et al., [@B96]; Vickrey et al., [@B99]; Bass et al., [@B6]; Tecuapetla et al., [@B95]). Using light to stimulate these neurons, Tsai et al. ([@B96]) demonstrated that phasic dopamine was sufficient to induce a conditioned place preference, providing an elegant confirmation that phasic dopamine release (and potentially glutamate corelease) regulates cue-reward learning. In the context of maternal behavior, this technique holds promise to also determine how phasic dopamine might regulate learning of pup stimuli.

4.  *Dopamine transients appear to facilitate reward-seeking behavior*. It has long been known that electrical stimulation of the mesolimbic dopamine pathway is reinforcing and can induce context-dependent motivated behavior (Valenstein et al., [@B97]), such as approaching and gnawing on a woodchip when it is available, or approaching a bottle and drinking when water is available. Indeed, a unifying theory of dopamine function is that it serves as a seeking system in the brain that is vital to the recognition of and approach toward rewarding stimuli that are necessary to survival, such as food, sex, and safety (Ikemoto and Panksepp, [@B29]; Alcaro et al., [@B3]). Thus, it is not surprising that dopamine transients have also been associated with appetitive and approach behaviors. In the first report of dopamine transients during operant self-administration of a reward, electrical stimulation of dopamine was followed by approach to the lever (Phillips et al., [@B62]). However, electrical stimulation of dopamine fibers inevitably includes stimulation of other neurons as well, so the effects are non-specific. Thus, an important finding was that spontaneous transients were observed at the initiation of approach to a lever in rats trained to self-administer sucrose (Roitman et al., [@B75]). In the future, we expect that more selective techniques such as optogenetic control of dopamine release can be used to confirm whether transients are necessary and sufficient to elicit approach behavior to obtain a reward.

![**Average dopamine release in the NAc core of a rat at the presentation of a cue and reward after Pavlovian conditioning**. The rat was trained for 7 days on a Pavlovian conditioning paradigm: each day it received 25 pairings of a cue (8-s lever extension and cue light illumination) and a reward (0.1 ml of Ensure^®^ chocolate drink). On the eighth day, dopamine was recorded in the NAc core during an identical Pavlovian session. The figure illustrates the dopamine release associated with cue and reward presentation, signal-averaged across the 25 trials. The color plot shows the changes in current at each applied potential over a 16-s window; cue presentation ("C") is at 4 s and reward delivery ("R") is at 12 s. Current at the oxidation potential of dopamine (white dotted line) is depicted in the line trace above the color plot. The transients are confirmed to be dopaminergic by evaluation of the cyclic voltammograms (inset above). As previously reported (Day et al., [@B16]; Stuber et al., [@B89]), dopamine release is more robust to the cue than to the reward delivery after Pavlovian conditioning.](fpsyt-02-00023-g001){#F1}

Dopamine Transients during Social Behavior
==========================================

While several studies have now reported dopamine transients at the presentation of unexpected stimuli, social stimuli appear to be particularly effective. For example, in one recent study the frequency of dopamine transients in adult male rats increased 2-fold from basal rates at the most effective non-social stimulus (a combination of a novel odor and experimenter approach), while it increased 3.6-fold at the presentation and brief interaction with another male rat (Robinson et al., [@B73]). Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows examples of dopamine transients in the NAc of a male rat during interaction with another male. Dopamine release is evident at initial whisker contact and sniffing (left), as well as during anogenital sniffing (right). There are several interesting aspects of phasic dopamine release in this paradigm. First, the dopamine transients often occur at initial contact with the partner rat and are followed by appetitive behaviors such as orientation, approach, and sniffing (Robinson et al., [@B67]). Second, the number and amplitude of the dopamine transients to social stimuli appear to reflect motivation toward the partner rat. When dopamine release in adult male rats was monitored during brief interaction with sexually receptive females, non-receptive females or males, dopamine transients were most frequent with sexually receptive females and least frequent with males (Robinson et al., [@B67]). Third, the phasic dopamine response appears to habituate with repeated presentation of the same partner rat; that is, fewer dopamine transients are observed at a second presentation of a particular rat, despite the observation that behavior directed at the partner rat is not diminished (Robinson et al., [@B67], [@B73]).

![**Dopamine transients in the NAc core of male rats during brief interaction with another male**. Left: Dopamine release is associated with initial whisker contact and sniffing of the peer. Right: Dopamine transients in a different rat occur during anogenital sniffing. The color plot shows the changes in current at each applied potential over a 10-s window, and current at the oxidation potential of dopamine (white dotted line) is depicted in the line trace above the color plot. The transients are confirmed to be dopaminergic by evaluation of the cyclic voltammograms (inset above). Snapshots from the video record of the interactions are shown below the color plot and illustrate the behavioral events that co-occur with dopamine release; the timing of each snapshot is indicated by the orange triangles. Note that the test rats had been in the recording chamber for over 30 min prior to presentation of the peer rats. Left: 1, the peer rat is placed in the test chamber; 2, The peer rat begins to walk around the test rat; 3, the test rat sniffs the peer rat; 4, the peer rat moves away from the test rat. Right: 1, the test rat is facing away from the peer rat; 2, the test rat orients toward the peer rat; 3, the test rat sniffs the peer rat; 4, the peer rat moves away from the test rat.](fpsyt-02-00023-g002){#F2}

These findings suggest that the phasic dopamine release helps to shift the rat\'s behavior toward an unexpected partner rat, especially when the partner rat is motivationally significant, consistent with the role of phasic dopamine in behavioral switching (Redgrave et al., [@B65]), reward-seeking (Alcaro et al., [@B3]) and reward prediction (Schultz, [@B81]). Theories of dopamine function would suggest that dopamine transients at the presentation of social stimuli and initial interaction would reflect both the salience of the social stimulus and the unexpected nature. For example, while a sexually receptive female may be effective to trigger transients in a male rat when she unexpectedly appears, she does not necessarily continue to evoke transients when his behavior is already directed toward her. This may explain the habituation of dopamine transients to repeated presentations of stimulus rats, although recognition of the partner rat (lack of novelty) or simply an expectation that the rat will reappear (lack of surprise) may contribute as well. Interestingly, we recently monitored dopamine transients in socially deprived adolescent rats and found that dopamine transients during brief social interaction in adolescent rats did not habituate to a repeat presentation as occurs in socially deprived adults (Robinson et al., [@B73]). As previous studies have shown that social interaction is particularly rewarding in adolescent rats (Douglas et al., [@B18]), it is possible that the persistence of dopamine transients also reflects increased reward.

Our studies support the hypothesis that dopamine transients reflect appetitive aspects of social behavior rather than consummatory aspects. This was most clearly shown when, after measuring dopamine release to several brief interaction episodes, the male rat was allowed to copulate with the receptive female (Robinson et al., [@B67]). Fewer dopamine transients were observed during copulation as opposed to brief interactions, but most of these transients were followed within 5 s by sexual behaviors such as mounting, intromission, and ejaculation. Thus, even within copulatory episodes, the timing of transients is consistent with appetitive rather than consummatory aspects of sexual behavior.

Dopamine Transients During Maternal Behavior
============================================

In light of this research, it seems reasonable to speculate that dopamine transients are also important neural signals in maternal behavior, another stimulus-driven, motivated behavior. Maternal behavior represents a critical survival behavior, and one that is induced by both the unique postpartum hormonal state and by the sensory stimuli of the pups. Interestingly, male rats or virgin females actively avoid pups, but the incentive value of pups to postpartum dams overcomes any tendency to avoid or reject them; instead, a postpartum dam will approach and exhibit maternal behaviors toward pups immediately after delivery, even pups from another dam (Rosenblatt, [@B76]). These maternal-specific behaviors include nest building, pup retrieval, pup grooming (body and anogenital licking), and crouching to nurse the pups. Furthermore, these activities can be divided into appetitive (goal-directed behaviors, such as pup retrieval) and consummatory (behaviors once the goal has been obtained, such as nursing). Bouts of licking and grooming, another pup-directed behavior, may have both appetitive (approaching and handling the pup) and consummatory (licking and grooming sequences) aspects. The medial preoptic area (MPOA) of the hypothalamus coordinates all of these events, as its various projections can suppress avoidance and rejection of the pups, activate approach and appetitive behaviors toward the pups, and modulate consummatory aspects such as nursing posture (for review, see Numan and Woodside, [@B54]; Stolzenberg and Numan, [@B86]).

Thus, the MPOA and other hypothalamic nuclei, primed by the hormonal milieu of parturition, enhance the incentive salience of pups to a parturient dam to trigger appetitive, approach behavior. Mechanisms by which this influence can occur are the direct projections from the MPOA and from the adjacent ventral bed nucleus of the stria terminalis to the VTA (Numan and Smith, [@B51]; Numan and Numan, [@B49]), where they presumably affect dopamine neurons; the input from the MPOA includes oxytocin-expressing neurons (Shahrokh et al., [@B84]). Oxytocin is a neuropeptide that plays an important role in modulating appetitive aspects of maternal behavior (Pedersen and Boccia, [@B59]; Numan and Stolzenberg, [@B52]; Numan and Woodside, [@B54]). Notably, oxytocin likely arising from the parvocellular neurons of the paraventricular nucleus is released into both the MPOA and the VTA, where it modulates maternal behavior (Pedersen et al., [@B60]). Moreover, microinfusion of oxytocin into the VTA can trigger dopamine release into the NAc (Melis et al., [@B45]).

When tonic dopamine concentrations in the NAc are compared between early postpartum dams and cycling virgin females, levels are lower in the dams at baseline (Afonso et al., [@B2]) despite having similar tissue concentrations of dopamine (Olazabal et al., [@B55]). However, extracellular dopamine concentrations rise in dams when pups are returned after a brief separation, and they rise even higher during vigorous maternal behaviors such as grooming dirt off of pups (Hansen et al., [@B23]; Lavi-Avnon et al., [@B38]). This tonic dopamine response to pup presentation is dependent on parturient hormones early postpartum (Afonso et al., [@B2]), but it is also experience-dependent, as tonic dopamine release can be induced by foster pups in dams that previously had litters (Afonso et al., [@B1]). The magnitude of dopamine release appears to vary with individual differences in maternal behavior: when dams were separated into high-licking and low-licking groups based on their pup-directed licking and grooming behavior, the high-licking dams exhibited larger dopamine-like signals in the NAc during a pup-directed licking and grooming bout than low-licking dams (Champagne et al., [@B13]). Interestingly, mere presentation of pup cues in the absence of maternal behavior can also induce tonic dopamine increases in postpartum dams but not in virgin rats (Afonso et al., [@B2]). Supporting these findings, EEG recordings in the VTA show distinct electrophysiological profiles in lactating dams versus cycling females in response to pup odors (Hernandez-Gonzalez et al., [@B25]). Together, these studies clearly indicate that tonic mesolimbic dopamine release increases during maternal interaction with pups and pup-associated cues, but the role of phasic dopamine transients has not been determined.

Based on observations of dopamine transients in other behaviors, we can make specific predictions regarding the potential role of dopamine transients in maternal behavior and when dopamine transients might occur. Consistent with its role to signal unexpected reward, dopamine transients would be expected to occur at pup presentation in parturient dams more frequently than in virgin female or male rats; this prediction is consistent with the ability of pups to act as reward (Wansaw et al., [@B100]) and reinforcers (Lee et al., [@B39]) in dams. While dopamine transients may also occur in virgin female or male rats in response to the novel and perhaps aversive salience of pups (Fleming and Luebke, [@B19]), we expect that this dopaminergic response would be less consistent or persistent than the response in postpartum dams, reflecting the different motivational value the pups hold for the various adult rats. Similarly, pup-predictive cues, such as ultrasonic pup vocalizations, would also be expected to trigger dopamine transients in dams. These transients would likely be followed by approach and retrieval, similar to the approach and appetitive behaviors we observed following dopamine transients in male sexual behavior (Robinson et al., [@B67]) and the approach to the lever observed rats trained to self-administer cocaine and sucrose (Phillips et al., [@B62]; Roitman et al., [@B75]). Thus, the function of dopamine transients in these instances would be to facilitate initiation and maintenance of seeking and appetitive aspects of maternal behavior. It would follow that disruption of this signal would block appetitive maternal behaviors. While local infusion of GABA agonists into the VTA (Numan et al., [@B53]) and dopamine D1 receptor antagonists in the NAc (Keer and Stern, [@B36]; Numan et al., [@B50]) block pup retrieval, these manipulations are not specific for phasic dopamine responses. A more explicit test of phasic dopamine would be to use optogenetics to selectively excite or inhibit dopaminergic inputs to the NAc at discrete times and observe the effect on appetitive behaviors such as pup retrieval.

What is less straightforward is whether dopamine transients might occur during consummatory aspects of maternal behavior, such as nursing and pup-directed licking and grooming. While these behaviors can be considered consummatory -- behaviors that emerge once the desired object has been obtained -- they also involve sensory stimuli to maintain the behavior, and those stimuli may trigger dopamine transients when they are salient. Of particular importance may be the pulsatile release of oxytocin during nursing bouts (Armstrong and Hatton, [@B5]), which can increase tonic DA release in the NAc (Melis et al., [@B45]). In addition, a bout of licking and grooming involves approaching, selecting, and picking up the pup -- these may be mini-episodes of appetitive behaviors, in contrast to the more consummatory behavior of licking once the pup is obtained. Due to its time resolution, FSCV is an ideal method to investigate these different aspects of a licking and grooming bout as individual dopamine transients can be time-locked to specific events in the sequence.

We have recently recorded dopamine transients in the NAc core of a dam at postpartum day 4 to demonstrate the feasibility of recording during maternal behaviors and to begin to test our hypotheses of when dopamine transients will occur. While the data are preliminary, they suggest that dopamine transients do occur during maternal behavior, especially at pup cues and appetitive behaviors. Pups were removed from the dam and placed in a holding cage for 30 min. Next, we monitored dopamine transients during the process of pup return and found that transients occur in a manner that is consistent with phasic dopamine triggered by unexpected, salient stimuli. Dopamine transients were detected and analyzed as previously described (Robinson et al., [@B73]). Movie [S1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in Supplementary Material and Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} show the neurochemical recording during a 15-s period while the external chamber door is open and the investigator is gathering pups from the holding cage to return to the dam. During this time, the dam is oriented toward the investigator and the pups and actively sniffing and whisking. It is unknown whether sensory stimuli are associated with the exact timing of the transients, but we predict that pup-associated stimuli such as vocalizations and odors could trigger transients. Consistent with this idea, the largest dopamine transient occurred as the investigator began to gather pups (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, snapshot 2), which may have induced pup vocalizations heard by the dam. Such a finding would be consistent with measurements of tonic dopamine levels (Afonso et al., [@B2]) and reports of phasic dopamine signals to reward-predictive cues (Schultz, [@B81]; Robinson et al., [@B68]).

![**Dopamine transients in the NAc core of a dam in the seconds before pup return (data also shown in Movie [S1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in Supplementary Material)**. The color plot shows the changes in current at each applied potential over a 15-s window, and current at the oxidation potential of dopamine (white dotted line) is depicted in the line trace above the color plot. The timing of the snapshots is indicated by the orange triangles. In this sequence, the investigator has opened the door of the test chamber (snapshot 1) and is gathering pups to return to the dam (snapshots 2--4). The dam is positioned by the plexiglass front of the chamber, actively sniffing/whisking and leaning in the direction of the investigator and the pups. Several dopamine transients occur while the dam is oriented toward the investigator and the pups. The transients are confirmed to be dopaminergic by evaluation of the cyclic voltammograms (inset above).](fpsyt-02-00023-g003){#F3}

Next, we recorded dopamine immediately following pup return as the dam initiated pup retrieval, as shown in Movie [S2](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in Supplementary Material and Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. In the seconds following pup return, the dam initially scanned and sniffed several pups as well as the test chamber. However, a large dopamine transient occurred while the rat was facing away from the pups and apparently sniffing the test cage (snapshots 5 and 6). As with the dopamine transients observed in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, is it possible that ultrasonic pup vocalizations triggered the dopamine release, as pup vocalizations can act as auditory cues to direct maternal behavior (Brunelli et al., [@B11]; Zimmerberg et al., [@B108]). Alternatively, the dam may have been scanning the chamber to see where pups were scattered before initiating retrieval. Notably, immediately after the peak of that transient, the rat turned toward the pups (snapshot 7) and began to touch and sniff them (snapshot 8), inducing further dopamine release. Finally a smaller dopamine transient occurred as the dam retrieved the first pup (snapshots 12 and 13). The following is a detailed description of the dam\'s behavior at each snapshot in the sequence of Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, and those events concurrent with confirmed dopamine release (meeting criteria described in Robinson et al., [@B73]) are depicted in bold type:

1.  **0.5 s -- touch/sniff pup while experimenter closes cage door**

2.  **1.3 s -- turn toward door and investigator\'s hand, sniff**

3.  3.4 s -- touch/sniff pup

4.  **5 s -- touch/sniff different pup**

5.  **6 s -- turn away from pups, sniffing cage**

6.  **7 s -- sniffing cage**

7.  **7.8 s -- turn back toward pups**

8.  **8.3 s -- touch/sniff pup**

9.  9 s -- touch/sniff pup

10. 9.5 s -- touch/sniff different pup

11. 10 s -- touch/sniff different pup

12. **10.4 s -- grasp pup with mouth**

13. **10.8 s -- pull pup back toward nest**

14. 11.4 s -- touch/sniff pup

15. 11.8 s -- move forward, touch/sniff pup

16. 12.6 s -- touch/sniff different pup

17. 12.9 s -- grasp pup with mouth

18. 13.8 s -- pull pup back to nest

![**Dopamine transients in the NAc core of a dam at the onset of retrieval after pups are returned (data also shown in Movie [S2](#SM2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in Supplementary Material)**. The color plot shows the changes in current at each applied potential over a 14-s window, and current at the oxidation potential of dopamine (white dotted line) is depicted in the line trace above the color plot. The timing of the snapshots is indicated by the orange triangles. This sequence begins 4 s after the pups were returned; for full description of the dam\'s behavior, see the text. Dopamine transients are associated with closing the test chamber door, investigating the pups and test chamber, and pup retrieval. The largest dopamine release at 6.3--8.3 s (near snapshots 5--8) preceded a series of pup retrievals that started at 10.4 s (snapshot 12) and continued for two more minutes until the dam crouched for nursing. The transients are confirmed to be dopaminergic by evaluation of the cyclic voltammograms (inset above).](fpsyt-02-00023-g004){#F4}

Thus, these preliminary data indicate that dopamine transients can occur as predicted during maternal behavior: at salient stimuli, during pup investigation, and immediately before and during pup retrieval. Future studies will need to delineate the contribution of pup-associated cues such as vocalizations by concurrently monitoring ultrasonic frequencies. In addition, the potential role of phasic dopamine during lactation should be explored, as the connection between oxytocin and dopamine transmission is evident but not fully understood. It is interesting to note that the second act of pup retrieval was neither preceded nor followed by a large dopamine transient, suggesting that transients may be especially important for the initiation of such behavior, but that once the behavior is initiated it continues via other mechanisms. This interpretation is consistent with dopamine transients' role in behavioral switching. Further investigation is clearly needed to understand this phenomenon more clearly.

There are experimental considerations that may guide future studies of phasic dopamine release during maternal behavior. One important focus of research would be to monitor dopamine release during ongoing maternal behavior in as naturalistic a situation as possible, such as shown in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. The advantage of this type of "free behavior" measurement is that we can determine when dopamine transients occur and associate them with stimuli and behaviors that precede or follow them. This is the approach we have successfully used for dopamine release during brief social interaction and male sexual behavior (Robinson et al., [@B70], [@B67], [@B73]), and differences in the frequency of dopamine transients during multiple behavioral epochs can be detected (e.g., solitude versus social interaction; interaction with a male versus a receptive female). Using this approach, we expect that dopamine transients would be higher during epochs of appetitive maternal behaviors as compared to solitude or lactation, and that the frequency of dopamine transients would be proportional to the amount of maternal behavior exhibited, similar to the tonic measurements previously described (Hansen et al., [@B23]; Champagne et al., [@B13]; Lavi-Avnon et al., [@B38]). In addition to a video record of the test session that is time-stamped to the neurochemical measurement, the ideal experiment will include a time-stamped recording of ultrasonic vocalizations, as these may be important auditory cues to the dam (Brunelli et al., [@B11]; Zimmerberg et al., [@B108]).

However, a major limitation to dopamine measurement during free behavior is the fact that it yields correlational rather than causal relationships. Thus, follow-up studies can employ experimental paradigms that allow more precise determination of antecedents of dopamine release as well as comparison among experimental groups. For example, various pup cues (odors, vocalizations, movements) can be separately presented to dams or to virgin rats to compare their relative efficacy to trigger dopamine release. This design can include time-locked and repeated cue presentations, which has the advantage of allowing signal-averaging of the dopamine signal. Moreover, non-pup cues can be presented as positive controls. Similarly, retrieval of pups can be constrained such that only one pup is retrieved at a time from a particular spot, such that more consistent approach, lifting, and delivery of pup retrieval can be elicited and associated with dopamine release. Interestingly, dams can be trained to perform an operant behavior for access to pups (Lee et al., [@B39]), allowing measurements of pup-seeking behavior and the associated dopamine release, similar to self-administration of drugs and consumed reward (e.g., Phillips et al., [@B62]; Roitman et al., [@B75]). Another level of investigation would be to examine the effectiveness of various pup cues to elicit dopamine release and maternal behavior in dams. For example, ultrasonic vocalizations of pups are more effective to elicit maternal response when pup odors are also present (Rohitsingh et al., [@B74]), and preliminary data suggest that the quality (e.g., frequency, harmonics, rate) of pup vocalizations can be influenced by genetic manipulation (Scattoni et al., [@B80]) or prenatal events such as cocaine exposure (preliminary data: Cox et al., [@B15]) and may, thus, contribute to changes in maternal behavioral and neurochemical responses.

Summary and Future Directions
=============================

Phasic dopamine release has a special function in motivated behaviors that is still being elucidated, but appears to be focused on predictive and appetitive aspects of reward-seeking. Dopamine transients are qualitatively different than tonic dopamine levels, both due to the time frames in which they occur, their potential receptor targets, and corelease of glutamate. When examined during social behavior and reward conditioning, transients tend to occur during unexpected salient stimuli and appetitive and approach behaviors. Therefore, we expect that they also play an important role in maternal behavior: particularly in the expression of incentive value of pup cues that lead to retrieval and appetitive aspects of licking and grooming. Systematic studies during maternal behavior are needed to first describe the occurrence of dopamine transients at various events, then to manipulate the expression of transients and observe effects on behavior, or vice versa. For example, predictions can be made based on the hormonal state of the female: pup-associated cues would be expected to trigger more dopamine transients in dams early versus late postpartum, and more in maternally experienced rats than in virgins. Furthermore, blocking dopamine transients pharmacologically or with optogenetic manipulation would be predicted to substantially reduce or delay appetitive maternal behaviors. Finally, dopamine transients in regions beyond the NAc can be investigated to explore their potential role in pup-directed action selection or the development of habitual responses driven by pup-associated cues.

Once the role of dopamine transients in normal maternal behavior is better understood, that knowledge can be used as the foundation to study animal models of disrupted maternal behavior, such as inattention and neglect due to stress or drug exposure. For example, chronic and acute cocaine exposures cause deficits in retrieval, crouching, and licking behaviors in postpartum rats (Johns et al., [@B33], [@B32], [@B30]). These drug treatments also decrease oxytocin in the VTA (Johns et al., [@B31]), which could affect VTA neuronal firing and, thus, dopamine release (Melis et al., [@B45]). As exposure to drugs of abuse can alter dopamine neuronal plasticity (Stuber et al., [@B88]) and phasic release (Stuber et al., [@B90]), it is possible that the neuroadaptations induced by pregnancy and lactation are prevented or delayed in the drug-exposed dam. Similarly, maternal behaviors can be disrupted by exposure to stressful environments during pregnancy or lactation as well as by increased circulating stress hormones (Bosch et al., [@B9]; Brummelte and Galea, [@B10]). Stress response signaling systems, including corticotrophin releasing factor and corticosterone acting respectively through CRF1 and glucocorticoid receptors, can influence dopaminergic neuronal firing in the VTA, dopamine release in the NAc and synaptic plasticity in NAc neurons (Lodge and Grace, [@B41]; Campioni et al., [@B12]). Thus, it is possible that disruptions of phasic dopamine transmission could be one neurobiological mechanism underlying deficits in maternal behavior following drug use or stress, and that further study of this aspect of dopamine transmission may open avenues for intervention and restoration of maternal function.
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**Dopamine transients in the NAc core of a dam in the seconds before pup return (data also shown in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"})**. Behavior (top): The dam is positioned by the plexiglass front of the chamber, actively sniffing/whisking and leaning in the direction of the investigator and the pups. Dopamine trace (bottom): Several dopamine transients (shown in yellow) occur while the dam is oriented toward the investigator and the pups. Current at the oxidation potential of dopamine scrolls on screen in real-time with the video; the timing signal from the voltammetric instrumentation is time-stamped on the top right of the video recording.
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Click here for additional data file.
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**Dopamine transients in the NAc core of a dam at the onset of retrieval after pups are returned (data also shown in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"})**. Behavior (top): As the chamber door is shut, the dam scans the nest area, then begins to retrieve pups. Dopamine trace (bottom): Dopamine transients are associated with closing the test chamber door, investigating the pups and test chamber, and pup retrieval. Current at the oxidation potential of dopamine scrolls on screen in real-time with the video; the timing signal from the voltammetric instrumentation is time-stamped on the top right of the video recording.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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